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Celebrations of World Environment Day, 5 June
2022 by the PAN India’s ENVIS Resource Partners
and ENVIS Hubs

Introduction
The first major conference on environmental issues, conducted under the auspices of the United
Nations, was held in Stockholm from June 5 to 16, 1972, marking a turning point in the development
of international environmental politics (Sweden). The purpose of the Stockholm Conference, also
known as the Conference on the Human Environment, was to establish a basic common outlook on
how to face the challenge of maintaining and enriching the human environment.
Later that year, on December 15, the United Nations General Assembly passed a resolution
(A/RES/2994 (XXVII)) declaring June 5 as World Environment Day and urging "governments and the
United Nations system to undertake on that day every year world-wide activities reaffirming their
concern for the preservation and enhancement of the environment, with a view to deepening
environmental awareness and pursuing the determination expressed at the Conference." The date
falls on the first day of the historic Conference. On the same day, the General Assembly passed
another resolution (A/RES/2997 (XXVII)) that resulted in the establishment of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), a specialized agency that deals with environmental issues.
Since its inception in 1973, World Environment Day has aided UNEP in raising awareness and
generating political momentum around pressing issues such as ozone layer depletion, hazardous
chemicals, desertification, and global warming. The Day has grown into a global platform for
addressing pressing environmental challenges. Throughout the years, millions of people have
participated, assisting in the reform of our consumer habits as well as national and worldwide
environmental policies.
(https://www.un.org/en/observances/environment-day)
Over the years, World Environment Day has evolved into a global forum for people from all walks of
life to participate in various activities to raise environmental awareness. Every year, World
Environment Day is commemorated with a unique subject and motto that tackles the most pressing
environmental issue of the day. Each year, a different country hosts the event.
The 45th World Environment Day was held in India, with the theme "Beat Plastic Pollution." Last
year's World Environment Day also marked the start of the United Nations Decade on Ecosystem
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Restoration (2021-2030), a global effort to restore billions of hectares of land, from forests to
farmlands, from the tops of mountains to the depths of the oceans.
'Only One Earth' is the theme for this year's celebration. This was also the tagline for the 1972
Stockholm conference, where the yearly global event was initially established on June 5.
PM Narendra Modi said at the Isha Foundation event that all of the Centre's measures over the
previous eight years had supported environmental conservation in some form. PM Modi hosted a
seminar on 'creating a conscious world' on the occasion of World Environment Day. "India's efforts to
protect the environment have been multifaceted," the prime minister said, citing the Swachh Bharat
Mission and programmes related to waste to wealth, construction of modern sewage treatment
plants in cities under the AMRUT mission, campaign to eliminate single-use plastic, and Ganga
cleanliness campaign under Namami Gange.
In continuation of the above mega event various activities were organized by the ENVIS Resource
Partners and ENVIS Hubs in a country to mark this important international UN day. The centre wise
activities are as given below:

A. ENVIS RESOURCE PARTNERS
1. ENVIS Resource Partner “Avian Ecology”,
Bombay Natural History Society
The ENVIS resource partner on Avian Ecology at the
Bombay Natural History Society celebrated this day by
conducting the following activities in order to create
awareness about the environment as well the work done
by BNHS-ENVIS.

1. Birdwatching Trail at
Bhandup Pumping Station: The
birdwatching trail was organised on 4th June 2022 by
leading a group of ten participants. Bhandup Pumping Station (BPS) is a
famous birding area in Mumbai adjacent to the salt pans and mangrove
area which provide shelter to many migratory as well as residents birds.
The response from participants was encouraging. The highlight of this
trail was to sight the Baya Weaver birds which are best known for their
hanging retort shaped nests woven from leaves. The males were busy
building nests and all the participants were thrilled to see them in
action. The trail was free of cost as we wanted to encourage
participation from all age groups (employed, unemployed and
students). The trail ended by appreciation for the habitat by not
littering during the trail as well as by following ethics while visiting a
biodiversity rich area.
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BNHS-ENVIS team with trail participants at
Bhandup Pumping Station

Mr. Nandkishor Dudhe (Programme Officer)
commencing the birdwatching trail

2. Online Photography Competition:

This competition was

announced with the aim of giving budding nature photographers and enthusiasts a chance to display
their perception through their photographs. The competition is divided into four categories namely;
1. Monsoon Migrants, 2. Birds in Forest Habitat, 3. Bird-plant Relationship, and 4. Birds in Urban
Habitat. Through this competition we expect to spread awareness about the various habitats that
are occupied by different birds and help people understand the importance of our environment and
the ecological balance that needs to be protected by protecting various species.

3. Online Bird Identification
Quiz: An online bird identification quiz was
announced with the theme- “Monsoon Breeding Birds
Special”. The aim of this theme was to highlight the
monsoon migrants in India and allow people to understand
the same. It is important to know the migratory birds
visiting India as the habitats that they prefer for breeding
need to be protected. Although every individual cannot
work on ground to protect the habitats, through such
interactive educative activities’ awareness can be spread
which will indirectly help in conserving our winged friends.
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4. Poster on Threatened Birds of
Madhya Pradesh: The following poster
depicts the threatened birds of Madhya Pradesh under the
IUCN endangered category. The aim of developing this
poster was to highlight the plight of the six endangered
species of birds and to draw attention of all age groups
towards conserving these species. Posters form an
important information tool that can be widely distributed
and BNHS-ENVIS regularly comes up with such posters for
general public awareness and use.

2. ENVIS Resource Partner “Biodiversity
(Flora)”, Botanical Survey of India, Howrah
Everywhere, environmental consequences are becoming a serious concern in the daily life of the
entire mankind. Like every year, the Acharya Jagadish Chandra Bose Indian Botanic Garden
(AJCBIBG), Botanical Survey of India, Howrah in collaboration with BSI ENVIS Resource Partner on
Biodiversity (Flora) celebrated the World Environment Day, 2022 on 5th June, 2022. This year the
theme was “Only One Earth”. The main objective of the celebration was to create awareness
amongst the students and common people on the preservation and protection of our environment.
This year, two offline competitions were arranged for the students to participate: drawing amongst
the students of different age groups and Photographic competition. In the beginning of the events
students from different schools, Howrah and common public participated in Mass Rally holding the
placards with environment conservation and plastic free environment related slogans and passed
through the different avenues of the garden. More than 250 students from different schools of
Kolkata and Howrah participated in the Sit & draw competition. The participants were divided into 4
age groups with different topics related to environment viz., As You Like (4+ to 6 yrs.), Your Dream
Garden (6+ to 9 yrs.), Save the Earth (9+ to 12 yrs.) and Biodiversity Conservation (12+ to 17 yrs.).
The children showed high level of innovation in conceptualizing the topics and put the colours on
canvas into wonderful paintings. To popularize the programme and to increase the participation of
students, every participant was gifted with a drawing kit, eco-friendly cap. More than 40 participants
participated in the photographic competition. Mr. Tapas Bhattacharya, Deputy Magistrate, Howrah
graced the occasion as Chief Guest and Sri Tarun Bhattacharya, SDO, Howrah was present as Guest
of Honour on this occasion. Dr. A.A. Mao, Director Botanical Survey of India, Dr. C. Murugan,
Scientist ‘E’ & HoO, Hqrs., BSI, Dr. S.S. Dash, Scientist ‘E’ & in-charge, Technical Section, Hqrs., BSI,
Dr. K. Karthigeyan, Scientist ‘E’ CNH, BSI & In-charge, ENVIS RP, BSI, Dr. D. Singh, Scientist ‘D’ & HoO,
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AJCBIBG and other Scientists of BSI also present. They delivered talk on the different ways, a
common people can contribute towards the conservation of environment. The programme was
ended with vote of thanks by Dr. S.P. Panda, Curator, AJC Bose Indian Botanic Garden, BSI. A new
Hibiscus Section was inaugurated in this year World Environment Day in the AJC Bose Indian Botanic
Garden. Dignitaries, scientists, common people and School students planted saplings in different
divisions of the garden as a part of mass Plantation Programme. A cultural programme and live
drawing was also organised in this programme.

Banner of World Environment Day 2022

Mass Rally in World Environment Day 2022

Mass Rally in World Environment Day 2022

Sit & Draw Competition of Group-A (4+ to 6 yrs.)

Sit & Draw Competition of Group-B (6+ to 9 yrs.)

Sit & Draw Competition of Group-C (9+ to 12
yrs.)
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Sit & Draw Competition of Group-D (12+ to 17
yrs.)

Dignitaries in the Dias in World Environment
Day 2022

Cultural Programme & Live Drawing programme

Inauguration of Hibiscus Section in AJCBIBG,
Howrah

Mass Plantation Programme

Mass Plantation Programme
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3. ENVIS Resource Partner “Faculty of
Marine Sciences, CAS in Marine Biology”,
Annamalai University
The CASMB Environmental Information System Resources
Partner (ENVIS RP) celebrated "World Environment Day" on
June 5th, 2022, to commemorate the significance of the day.
Prof. P. Anantharaman, Dean and ENVIS Co-ordinator,
welcomed everyone and inaugurated the webinar programme.
Chief Guest of the speaker, Dr. P. Sureshkumar. Assistant
Professor, CAS in Marine Biology, Faculty of Marine Sciences,
Annamalai University, elaborately explained about the
ecosystem services and need for protecting biodiversity,
conserving the resources and environmental ethics, he
explained the imperative environmental conservation.
Finally, Dr. T. Lenin, Programme Officer, CASMB ENVIS RP,
proposed the vote of thanks. The programme was successfully
organized by the CAS in Marine Biology, ENVIS RP team
members and 29 participants benefited and YouTube viewers
fifty five. E-certificates were distributed to all the participants.

Prof. P. Anantharaman, Dean and ENVIS Coordinator, inaugurating the programme

Chief Guest Dr. P. Sureshkumar, Assistant
Professor, delivering the keynote address on the
World Environment Day

Participants in the webinar

Social media is being used to commemorate
World Environment Day (YouTube)
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4. ENVIS Resource Partner “Consumer
Education and Research Centre”, Gujarat
Consumer Education and Research Centre, an Environmental Information System (ENVIS) Resource
Partner working on the thematic mandate of “Environment Literacy – Eco-labelling and Eco-friendly
Products” celebrated World Environment Day by conducting activities that promote the theme and
sustainable lifestyle. The different activities are as follows.
1. Released an e-Poster
2. Info graphic on “30 Green Routine for Sustainable Living” The info graphic was shared through
various e-platforms like WhatsApp, Twitter with 111 followers, Instagram with 144 followers and
Facebook page with 2800 followers.
3. Posted different quiz questions on social media for a week
4. Conducted awareness activities in schools
5. Conducted a webinar ‘Only one Earth: Promoting Sustainable Living”. An Ad Poster on the same
was prepared and disseminated
6. Conducted an online survey on “Your contribution towards Sustainable Future”

Released an e-Poster on the theme of “Only
one Earth”. The poster was shared through
various e-platforms like WhatsApp, Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook page
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Info graphic on “30 Green Routine for
Sustainable Living”. It was shared through
various e-platforms like WhatsApp, Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook page. It depicts 30
green habits for 30 days, which can then turn
into a lifestyle.

To spread awareness on the occasion of World Environment Day, CERC-ENVIS posted quiz on all
the social media accounts such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram for five consecutive days.

Conducted outreach activity at schools on “Energy Conservation”
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Dr. Girija Bharat, Founder of Mu Consultants, Gurgaon spoke on “Responsible Consumption”. She
covered all the aspects that fits under the purview of Responsible Consumption such as Waste
water, Circular Economy, Solid Waste, Sustainable Production and its environmental impacts and
what as consumers we can do to promote a sustainable living. The second speaker was Ms. Anindita
Mehta, ENVIS Coordinator and CGM CERC, who spoke on “Sustainable Foods”. She gave an insightful
speech on environmental impacts of conventional agricultural farming and food safety along with
some useful tips to promote sustainable foods.
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5. ENVIS Resource Partner “Environmental
Biotechnology”, University of Kalyani, West
Bengal
DESKU ENVIS Resource Partner celebrated the World Environment Day, in collaboration with
Department of Zoology and Department of Botany, University of Kalyani along with all university
communities through plantation programme (at 11.00 am0 and a webinar (at 6.00 pm). A webinar
brochure was prepared and circulated through facebook page, Whatsapp groups and emails.
The plantetion programme was started at 11.10 am with the administration of Honb’le Vice
Chancellor Prof. (Dr.) Manas Kumar Sanyal. The Hon’ble Vice chancellor inaugurated the world
Environment Day by planting the tree saplings. Registrar, Deans, Head of the Departments, Officers,
faculties, ENVIS staffs, students and research scholars were participated in the programme. More
than 100 members of the University of Kalyani took part in the programme and planted the tree
saplings.
The national seminar on Celebration of “World Environment Day” was organized on the occasion of
World Environment Day. Though this year the theme is “Only One Earth” so the seminar highlights
the need to reset the balance with nature through transformative changes in how we eat, live, work
and move around. For healthy living, environment plays an important role and it provides us air,
water, food, etc. Environment is just like our neighbourhood, its surrounding conditions influence us
and modify growth and development. It is one of the main prime actions to protect our environment
The Inaugural session was started from 6.00 p.m. At the outset, the Coordinator, ENVIS-RP of the
University of Kalyani, Prof. Kausik Mondal welcomed the dignitatires, the speakers of the webinar
and the participants. He mentioned about the ENVIS RP and that theme of the World Environment
Day in 2022.
Then the webinar was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, University of Kalyani Prof. (Dr.)
Manas Kumar Sanyal, in the virtual presence of dignitaries and participants. He spoke about ENVIS
and current environmental issues need to restore the state of the environment and threats the
latter is facing today. He wished the success of the webinar.
Prof. (Dr.) Keka Sarkar, Dean, Faculty of Science, spoke next and stressed the climate change, global
warming and mitigation.
Then the theme lecture was delibered by Dr. Neera Sen Sarkar, KU and Prof. Malay Kumar Adak,
Head Department of Botany, KU.
Then the Technical session was conducted by Dr. Dr. Asok Kanti Sanyal, Ex-Chairman, West Bengal
Biodiversity Board (Department of Environment, Govt. of West Bengal) and Dr. S. N. Ghosh, Senior
Research Officer, West Bengal Biodiversity Board (Department of Environment, Govt. of West
Bengal) from 6.30 p.m. They describe the current environmental issues, climate change, global
warming and livelihhod peoples. More than 80 partiipants attended the webinar.
At the end of the webinar Dr. Subhankar Kumar Sarkar, Deputy Coordinator DESKU ENVIS RP and
Head Department of Zoology gave the vote of thanks. He gave the specially thanks to Honb’le Vice
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Chancellor Prof. (Dr.) Manas Kumar Sanyal, ENVIS Coordinator Prof. Kausik Mondal, Resporce
persons, ENVIS staffs, Students to the ENVIS Secretariat and MoEF & CC for their support.

Glimpses

Brochure of the webinar

Programme schedule of the webinar
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Plantation Programme

Article published in the local Bengali newspaper Dainik,
6th June, 2022
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Plantation Programme

6. ENVIS Resource Partner “Forest Genetic
Resources and Tree Improvement”,
Institute of Forest Genetics and Tree
Breeding, Coimbatore
As part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav (AKAM) and Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB), ENVIS
Resource Partner on Forest Genetic Resources and Tree Improvement at the Institute of Forest
Genetics and Tree Breeding, Coimbatore (IFGTB ENVIS) marked the World Environment Day 2022 by
organizing an awareness event. The main objective of the event is to create awareness among
students and general public about the significance of environment and the role of individual in
conserving the natural resources.
Dr Kannan CS Warrier, Scientist F and ENVIS Coordinator during his opening remarks highlighted the
current year’s theme “Only One Earth” and explained about the history of World Environment
Celebrations. Dr Warrier, in his awareness lecture explained that healthier ecosystems, with richer
biodiversity, yield greater benefits such as more fertile soils, bigger yields of timber and fish, and
larger stores of greenhouse gases. The 2022 World Environment Day campaign #OnlyOneEarth calls
for collective, transformative action on a global scale to celebrate, protect and restore our planet.
Restoration can happen in many ways – for example through actively planting or by removing
pressures so that nature can recover on its own. It is not always possible – or desirable – to return an
ecosystem to its original state. We still need farmland and infrastructure on land that was once
forest, for instance, and ecosystems, like societies, need to adapt to a changing climate, he added.
Dr Kannan emphasised that all kinds of ecosystems including forests, farmlands, cities, wetlands and
oceans should be restored at the earliest. Restoration initiatives can be launched by almost anyone,
from governments and development agencies to businesses, communities and individuals.
Dr R. Yasodha, Scientist G and Group Coordinator Research inaugurated the event and highlighted
that Earth is the only known planet in the universe with life. As a result, we must relish and preserve
what we receive from Mother Nature. However, we are misusing resources and exploiting the
manual gifts that have been so heavily endowed upon us. Overuse and misuse of all the natural
resources are causing environmental degradation at an alarming rate, she added.
Dr Yasodha emphasised that the practice of ecological restoration such as erosion control,
reforestation, removal of non-native species and weeds, re-vegetation of disturbed areas, day
lighting streams, reintroduction of native species, as well as habitat and range improvement for
targeted species should be practiced in order to restore various ecosystems. She urged that because
we are all part of the biosphere, environmental protection is a personal and individual obligation for
all humans and requested all to join hands to conserve the environment.
A song on nature written by Ms Sreedevi Unnikrishanan, music and rendition by Dr Kannan CS
Warrier, Scientist F and ENVIS Coordinator was released during the event. As a part of the
celebration an online painting competition on the theme “Significance of Environment” was
conducted for people of all walks of life. E-certificate was awarded to all the participants. An
awareness poster highlighting the current year’s theme “Only One Earth” was released during this
occasion. Copies of the poster and handouts were distributed to the school children in and around
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Coimbatore. Softcopy of the awareness poster, handouts and the link to the song on nature were
shared electronically to various stakeholders. Dr S. Vigneswaran, senior programme officer proposed
the vote of thanks. All the events were registered with United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) worldwide events.
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7. ENVIS Resource Partner “Himalayan
Ecology, G.B. Pant National Institute of
Himalayan Environment”, Kosi-Katarmal,
Almora
ENVIS Centre on Himalayan Ecology, celebrated World
Environment Day “Only One Earth” on 3rd June 2022
under the guidance of the Environment Information
System (ENVIS) Secretariat, Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change (MoEF&CC). The ENVIS
Centre, GBPNIHE, Almora prepared e-poster on “Earth
faces a triple planetary emergency” with the focus on
Living sustainably in harmony with nature. The triple
planetary emergency are:
1.

The climate is heating up too quickly for people
and nature to adapt.
2.
Habitat loss and other pressures mean an
estimated 1 million species are threatened with
extinction.
3.
Pollution continues to poison our air, land and water.
The e-poster was uploaded in various social media handles including WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, ENVIS and institute website for wider circulation among people to spread awareness.

8. ENVIS Resource Partner “Indian Institute
of Technology (ISM)”, Dhanbad
As every year this year also IIT(ISM) ENVIS Centre at Department of Environmental Science &
Engineering, IIT(ISM), Dhanbad celebrated World Environment Day 2022 by engaging all
stakeholders through conducting plantation programme, supported by the Horticulture Department
followed by various competition events such as sit-and-draw competition, essay writing competition
and poster presentation competition for students from nursery to Std.-XII and research scholars in
different categories. The events were well received by the participants, which helped in skilful and
creative learning and awareness towards the protection of the environment. Students participated
with great enthusiasm and zest. Prof. Dheeraj Kumar, Deputy Director, IIT(ISM) Dhanbad was the
Chief Guest for the occasion. At the outset of the inaugural ceremony of World Environment Day
2022, Prof. Sheeja Jagadevan, Assoc. Prof. Dept of ESE and Co-coordinator, IIT(ISM) ENVIS Centre
welcomed all the dignitaries, guests and participants which was then followed by an address of Prof.
Anshumali, HOD/ESE and Coordinator, IIT(ISM) ENVIS Centre, Prof. M.K. Singh, Dean (Students
Welfare), IIT(ISM) Dhanbad and Chief Guest, Prof. Dheeraj Kumar, Deputy Director, IIT(ISM)
Dhanbad. After the inaugural session a plantation drive was carried out with the participation of
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school children, faculty members, staffs and research scholars. Around 80 plants of Mango, Guava,
Teak, Coconut, Litchi, Jamun, Bakul, etc. were planted in and around the IIT(ISM) Dhanbad campus.
Website Link: http://www.ismenvis.nic.in/ViewMajorActivity.aspx?Id=28546&Year=2022

Glimpses

Registration of School Children for participating in different Events Organized on
the Occasion of World Environment Day 2022.

Welcome Address by Prof. Sheeja
Jagadevan, Assoc. Prof/ESE & Cocoordinator, IIT(ISM) ENVIS Centre

Address by Prof. Anshumali, HOD/ESE
& Coordinator, IIT(ISM) ENVIS Centre

Address by Chief Guest Prof. Dheeraj
Kumar, Deputy Director, IIT(ISM)
Dhanbad and Prof. M.K. Singh, Dean
(Students Welfare), IIT(ISM) Dhnabad

Prof. Anshumali, HOD/ESE and Faculty
Members of Dept. of ESE along with
the Chief Guest Prof. Dheeraj Kumar,
Deputy Director, IIT(ISM) Dhanbad
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School Children Participating in the Sit-and-Draw Competition

Tree Plantation by Chief Guest Prof.
Dheeraj Kumar, Deputy Director,
IIT(ISM) Dhanbad

Tree Plantation by School Children

Tree Plantation by Faculty Members of
Dept. of ESE along with Prof.
Anshumali, HOD/ESE, Prof. Dheeraj
Kumar, Deputy Director, IIT(ISM)
Dhanbad and Prof. M.K. Singh, DSW,
IIT(ISM) Dhanbad

Tree Plantation by Prof. Anshumali,
HOD/ESE and Coordinator, IIT(ISM)
ENVIS Centre

Tree Plantation by Prof. Sheeja
Jagadevan, Assoc. Prof./ESE & Cocoordinator, IIT(ISM) ENVIS Centre

Tree Plantation by Research Scholars,
Dept of ESE, IIT(ISM) Dhanbad
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Tree Plantation by Technical Staffs and
School Children

Tree Plantation by Prof. Gurdeep Singh
along with School Children

Group Photo on the Occasion of World Environment Day 2022.

9. ENVIS Resource Partner “Institute of
Wildlife Sciences”, ONGC, CAS, University of
Lucknow
ENVIS-RP, Institute of Wildlife Sciences, University of
Lucknow in collaboration with UP State Biodiversity Board
(UPSBB), celebrated World Environment day on 5th June
2022. Various competitions/ events were organized like:
Schedule as below.

SCHEDULE OF THE WED 2022
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3rd June2022 - World Bicycle Day

Cycle yatra starts from Janeshwar Mishra Park to Ram Manohar Lohia Park.
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4TH JUNE 2022- SAVE WATER CAMPAIGN

A very small survey conducted inside the Lucknow University campus to identify leakage, not
working Taps and other water related issues

5TH JUNE 2022- WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

Plantation of Indian Native Trees in Lucknow University Campus
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Poshan Vatika: Plot to plat concept
ONGC-Centre for Advanced Studies, the University of Lucknow with the collaborating partners as
Regional Centre for Expertise (RCE), Centre for Environment Education (CEE) distributed seeds of
vegetable and medicinal plant varieties to the local people at University of Lucknow.
The primary purpose behind this campaign was to promote the concept of Poshan Vatika (Kitchen
and medicinal Garden) at home as well as to transform our lifestyle into a 'Sustainable Lifestyle' for
the economic and future benefit of the environment with its species.
To get the organic food products directly from the kitchen without any interference or medium for a
sustainable lifestyle.
Approximate 200 local people come to our poshan Vatika stall and take the seeds of vegetables,
fruits, and medicinal plants for their garden. The people thought there is a great initiative for healthy
food habits and lifestyle and also commit that they themselves promote this PLOT TO PLATE
Campaign.
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10. ENVIS Resource Partner “Geodiversity &
Impact on Environment School of
Environmental Science”, Jawaharlal Nehru
University
On the occasion of the World Environment Day, 05th June 2022 many activities were conducted by
JNU ENVIS RP involving various stakeholders like school and college students, general public and
media. Theme for all the activities was ‘Only One Earth’ to mark 50years of Stockholm Conference
and Celebrations of World Environment Day. Please find below list of the activities conducted:

1.

Talk Show on National Television
JNU ENVIS RP along with students of SES JNU Participated in a Talk Show ‘New India Debate’
conducted by Sansad TV on the occasion of the Environment Day.
Link of the programme: https://youtu.be/tYOg6qc6dv0

2.

Online Photography Contest
JNU ENVIS RP in collaboration with Sikkim
ENVIS on Ecotourism conducted online
photography contest under EBSB. More
than 61 entries were received from all
over the country by various stakeholders
including students, researchers and
working professionals.
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3.

Online
Short
Video
Compilation Contest
Sikkim ENVIS on Ecotourism in collaboration
with JNU ENVIS RP conducted online short
video compilation contest under EBSB. More
than 16 entries were received from all over the
country by various stakeholders including
students,
researchers
and
working
professionals.

11. ENVIS Resource Partner ICMR-National
Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH)
Activities of NIOH-ENVIS-RP:
Plantation Drive at NIOH Campus on the occasion of
World Environment Day under the theme only one
world
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Celebration of World Environment Day by organizing various Online events 5th June, 2021
 To engage students from
schools and colleges and
general public NIOH ENVIS
RP, Ahmedabad celebrates
the World Environment Day
by organizing various Online
events such as Poster Design
Competition, Plant and Adopt
Tree
competition,
Photography Competition, Video Story Competition, Essay Writing Competition, the online
activities were conducted on 5 different events, Participation opens for all Indian citizens.
1. Poster Design Competition
2. Plant and Adopt Tree
3. Photography Competition
4. Video Story Competition
5. Essay Writing Competition
Participation open for 3rd June to 17th June, 2022 wherein more than 70 entry registered till 9th
June

Poster Design Competition

Plant and Adopt Tree

Photography Competition

Essay Writing Competition
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12. ENVIS Resource Partner “Wetland
Ecosystems including Inland Wetlands”,
SACON
As part of World Environment Day and SACON’s 32nd Foundation day, SACON ENVIS RP along with
the host institute organised multiple events both online and offline.

1. Online Photography Competition
The objective of the competition is to promote “Sustainable Lifestyle”. The competition was open to
all and the people were asked to select the Earth Action (Use reusable alternatives, Choose Ecofriendly products, Organic Farming, Use Renewable energy, wear sustainable clothing, donate
unused items) mentioned in the flyer and share the photos with a brief description. The event
received 20 entries from participants across the country and the results are yet to be declared.

2. Poster Release
The SACON ENVIS team created posters and banners with the hashtag #onlyoneearth, the theme of
the celebration, to raise awareness about ‘living sustainably in harmony with nature’. The team also
released a poster featuring “Glimpses of SACON” in the last 32 years. S. Muralidharan, director incharge, faculty, ENVIS team and participants representing the general public unveiled the posters.
The publications were shared on social media platform for wider dissemination and registered the
events on World Environment Day portal to mark the global celebration.

3. Offline activities
The offline celebration was held at SACON Campus on June 05th, 2022. The event was open to the
general public, children, members of Salim Ali Naturalist Forum (SANF) and Coimbatore Nature
Society (CNS) and employees and researchers of SACON. The celebrations started early in the
morning with a walk around SACON’s nature trails which was led by the faculty and
researchers. Followed by that, Dr. S. Muralidharan, director in-charge delivered a talk on SACON’s
32nd Foundation day. Other activities included Puppet show, Music Show and Spot the bird quiz. The
bird identification quiz drew the attention with the active participation of the Children. The puppet
show by the team led by ventriloquist and puppeteer J. Anandaraj carried the message of the
significance of celebrating the World Environment Day.

Collaborative Talks
As part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, SACON ENVIS RP in collaboration with Maharshi Dayanand
College, Mumbai observed the World Environment Day 2022 by organizing "The Women of Matter"
talk series from 5th June to 11th June, 2022. The talks were delivered by women researchers exceling
in various research works related to Environment. So far, around 150 participants have attended the
sessions. The sessions were also streamed live on YouTube. Around 100 participants can be expected
in the upcoming sessions. The following topics were discussed in the sessions.
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S. No. Topic
5th June 2022
1
Plumology in Wildlife Studies
6th June 2022
2
Protect the Mountains
3
People and Carnivores: can they coexist?

Resource Person
Ms. Swapna Devi Ray, Researcher, SACON
Ms. Kalyani Somani, Researcher
Ms. V Gayathri, Ph.D. Scholar, The American
College, Tamil Nadu

7th June 2022
4
Man-Elephant conflict
Ms. Aakriti Singh, Researcher, SACON
8th June 2022
5
Life Under Earth
Dr. Aditi Mukherjee, Scientist, SACON
9th June 2022
6
Rocky Tide Pool Ecosystems
Ms. Pournima Mohite, Researcher
10th June 2022
7
Small Carnivore communities in space and Dr. Riddhika Kalle, Senior Scientist, SACON
time
11th June 2022
8
Impact of Heavy metals on urban birds
Ms. Dr. Sanchari Biswas, Research Associate,
SACON
9
Studying coastal biodiversity around Alibag, Dr. Poonam Kurve, Associate Professor, VPM's
Dist Raigad (M.S.): Threats & Challenges
B. N. Bandodkar college of Science, Mumbai

Glimpses
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13. ENVIS Resource Partner “Sikkim on
Ecotourism”, State Council of Science and
Technology, Sikkim
Short Video Compilation

Total of 16 participants participated in Short
Video Compilation from whole over India on the
theme “OnlyOneEarth. The video is compiled
with the featured videos sent by the participants.
The main objective of this activity was to
promote people to participate in World
Environment Day from Home.
The event was organised by ENVIS RP Sikkim on
Ecotourism in collaboration with JNU ENVIS RP,
Delhi under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat.
Link to the Short Video Compilation
http://scstsenvis.nic.in/index1.aspx?lid=7911&mid=7&langid=1&linkid=1701
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YouTube Link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QChI0ggxhdY&t=2s

14. ENVIS Resource Partner “Human
Settlements and Their Impact on
Environment”, SPA
Every year, several events are planned and organized to encourage worldwide awareness and action
for the protection of environment. Keeping the spirit of World Environment Day alive and to
contribute towards conservation of environment, we, at SPA ENVIS RP has organized the following
events:

1.

Short Video Compilation

Status of the event- On-going till 10th June, 2022
The event was meant especially for School Children (Class VIth- XIIth) across the country. The
contest is being organized with an aim to understand the viewpoint of our younger generation and
the probable solutions of today's major environmental concerns.
The registration for the event was opened from 02nd June, 2022 till 05th June, 2022. The last date for
submission of entries is till 07th June, 2022 and the results for the same will be declared on 10th June,
2022. A total of 31 students have registered for the event and have received 13 videos till date. We
have received entries from six (6) schools from Delhi, one (1) each from Jaipur, Jhunjhunu &
Ludhiana.

2.

Article/Abstract/Review Paper Writing

Status of the event- On-going till 30th June, 2022
Celebrating the 50 years of success of Stockholm Convention, we, at SPA ENVIS RP have organized an
Article/Abstract/Review Paper from the creative and curious youth minds of
College/Universities/Institutes/Workspaces etc highlighting the following aspects:


Trans-formative changes to policies and choices to enable cleaner, greener, and sustainable
living in harmony with nature
 Urgent need for actions towards a healthy planet and prosperity of all,
 Achieving a sustainable and inclusive recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic,
 Accelerating the implementation of the environmental dimension of Sustainable Development
 Conservation Challenges and Mitigation techniques in India
 Ecosystem Restoration
 Greener Economy
The registration and last date of submission of entries is 30th June, 2022.
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3.

Poster- Why Biodiversity Matters??

Concept- Living Sustainably in Harmony with Nature: Conservation of Biodiversity in cities towards
sustainable Urbanization
The City Biodiversity Index (CBI), also known as the Singapore Index on Cities Biodiversity is a tool
designed to allow cities to monitor and evaluate their progress and performance related to
conserving and enhancing biodiversity and ecosystem services. Adhering to the theme of this year’s
World Environment Day, i.e., Only One Earth, a poster has been made depicting the role and
importance of City Biodiversity Index in checking the growing rate of urbanization with a focus on
living sustainably in harmony with nature. It also helps in the manifestation of nature in Urban Areas
by acting as self-assessment tool for cities to evaluate and monitor the progress of their biodiversity
conservation efforts against their own individual baselines.

Posters prepared for the Short Video Contest

Poster prepared for Article/Abstract/Review paper Writing
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15. ENVIS Resource Partner, Sulabh
Sulabh ENVIS RP organized an online quiz
competition on the occasion of World Environment
Day 2022 for school and college students as well as
GSDP trainees trained by the ENVIS centres all over
India. Quizzes are incredibly useful tools in any
online quiz competition.
SulabhENVIS RP works on personal hygiene and
sanitation under its thematic area and we are trying
to test their knowledge and also increase their
awareness about the lifestyle and environment of
school and college students. It is a small step to
creating awareness among the society to conserve
our environment. There were 20 multiple choice
based questions on awareness about the
conservation of the environment.
There were more than 200 participants from
different cities across India who enthusiastically
participated in the online quiz competition. The Ecertificates were also generated and sent to
participants via their email id.
We observe that as the standard of education increases, the enhanced awareness level of
participants can also be attributed to their social involvement. World Environment Day is a major
factor that raises awareness about sanitation and the environment.
Today, the world is facing imminent danger from the pollution, most of which is posed by improper
waste management, be it mining waste, agriculture waste, industrial waste, domestic waste, or
hazardous waste. Therefore, with this theme of "Only One Earth", World Environment Day has
shown us the way to start something new in lifestyle for the environment.
Small initiatives by people can make a big impact:











Stop using plastic on a day-to-day basis.
One should plant a tree in a year.
Take the initiative to keep your society clean and maintain hygiene.
Do not throw garbage in rivers and sea.
Try to reuse the things.
Be mindful using the things and recycle them.
Drive less and ride a bicycle more.
Save water as much as u can.
Exploitation of resources to the minimum level.
Do not let acids and chemicals go into the rivers.
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16. ENVIS Resource Partner “Renewable
Energy and Climate Change”, TERI
TERI ENVIS Resource Partner on Renewable Energy and Climate Change celebrated World
Environment Day on 3rd June 2022 under the umbrella of Environment Information System (ENVIS)
of Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC). The Resource partner aligned
programme activities according to this year’s World Environment Day theme which was ‘Only One
Earth’.
TERI ENVIS RP organized a programme for Children on World Environment Day on 3 rd June 2022,
11:00hrs-12:00 hrs. The celebration included Poster making with Slogan Writing Competition,
Impromptu Speech and Online Quiz Competition for the age group 10-14 years.
The programme started with a brief session overview by Ms. Pallavi Shukla, Associate Fellow &
Senior Program Officer, TERI and then welcome address was delivered by Tanvi Sharma, Associate
Fellow, TERI from the Department of Environment Education and Awareness. She highlighted the
significance of taking care of our environment and alternative methods for Practical changes in daily
lifestyle to reduce food, water and energy consumption wastage and why environment day is
celebrated each year. She briefed the students mentioning that “The young leaders of tomorrow will
rightly bring about change and help our environment become eco-friendly and sustainable”.
This was followed by a session of Impromptu Speech conducted by Sachin Bhardwaj, Senior Editor
who was the moderator for the session. He asked the students to speak on the topics of:
 Alternatives to Plastic
 Choose Local over Organic
 Efficient use of Electricity and Energy consumption
 Save water and avoidance of wastage of food
The students were given topics from the above subthemes for on the spot speech by the webinar
host. The session was judged by Senior Editors of TERI. After the impromptu speech, a virtual quiz
competition for all the participants was organized. The quiz was conducted by Ms. Digangana Deb,
Information Officer, TERI on various multiple choice questions on the theme Environment Day. This
quiz aimed at bringing awareness amongst school students about the ozone and its depletion.
Children really enjoyed and learned new things and ideas about a better future. About 50 students
participated in this programme. Three Winners were announced in each category of Poster making
with Slogan Writing Competition, Impromptu Speech Competition and Quiz competition at the end
of the session by Ms. Jyoti Shukla, Information Analyst, TERI. Certificates of merit and certificates of
participation were then distributed to the winners and the participants respectively. The programme
ended with Vote of Thanks.
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17. ENVIS Resource Partner ‘Wildlife And
Protected Area’, Wildlife Institute of India,
Dehradun
1.

Poster Making Contest

A poster making contest was organized for the students of Arya Inter College Subhash Nagar
Dehradun.
The theme of the contest was “Only One Earth”, and a total of 26 students participated in the
contest by drawing some of the wonderful posters related to the theme. On the recommendation of
selection committee, a total of 8 students were awarded cash prizes and appreciation prizes to all
the 26 students.
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The following students were the winners of the poster making contest:
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of Students
KAJAL
SHAHGUL
ANURAG
MOHD. JUNAID
SACHIN KASHYAP
KRISHNA
MOHD. DANISH ANSARI
SATYAM

Class
X
X
X
IX
XII
IX
IX
X

Result
FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE
APPRECIATION
APPRECIATION
APPRECIATION

Ist Prize: KAJAL

IInd Prize: SHAHGUL

IInd Prize: ANURAG

IIIrd Prize: MOHD. JUNAID
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IIIrd Prize: SACHIN KASHYAP

Consolation Prize: KRISHNA

Consolation Prize: DANISH ANSARI

Consolation Prize: SATYAM

The event was highly appreciated
during the celebration of World
Environment Day in Wildlife Institute
of India, Dehradun. The celebration
was a part of an initiative started by
WII, wherein a target of 75 locations
were selected for the celebration.
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2.

Short Video Campaign by Children

A short video was compiled wherein children advocated for the conservation of earth and the life on
it by raising their voices as one. The video highlighted the issues of environment pollution and simple
tips to reduce the pollution. Children also campaigned for this year’s World Environment Day 2022
theme “Only One Earth”. The video was released by Mr. Ashok Kumar, IPS, DG Police Uttarakhand in
presence of Dr. Ruchi Badola, Scientist G & Registrar Wildlife Institute of India, Dr. C. Ramesh ENVIS
Co-Coordinator and Team ENVIS RP, WII

3.

A video song compilation in collaboration with
Indian Regional Association Regional Landscape
Ecology (IRALE), Dehradun, ENVIS Resource
Partner at Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun.

A short video song was prepared in collaboration with the Indian Regional Association for Landscape
Ecology (IRALE), ENVIS Resource Partner, and Wildlife Institute of India on the occasion of World
Environment Day, 5 June 2022. The song highlighted the repercussions of environmental destruction
by anthropogenic activities and how it is going to be the reason behind the extinction of biodiversity
on this earth. The video was released by Mr. Ashok Kumar, IPS, DG Police Uttarakhand in presence of
Dr. Ruchi Badola, Scientist G & Registrar Wildlife Institute of India, Dr. C. Ramesh ENVIS CoCoordinator and Team ENVIS RP, WII
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4.

Posters on World Environment Day 2022

A total of three informative posters on were released on this occasion by Mr. Ashok Kumar, IPS, DG
Police Uttarakhand in presence of Dr. Ruchi Badola, Scientist G & Registrar Wildlife Institute of India,
Dr. C. Ramesh ENVIS Co-Coordinator and Team ENVIS RP, WII.

The posters highlighted the following messages in different languages;
“Let’s nurture the nature so that we can have a better future”
We Have 'ONLY ONE EARTH'
"We must shift from harming the planet to healing it"
"आइए, प्रकृति का पोषण करें
िातक हमारा भतिष्य बे हिर हो सके"
"हमें ग्रह को नुकसान पहुं चाने के बजाय उसे ठीक करने की ओर बढ़ना चातहए"
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18. ENVIS Resource Partner, WWF, Delhi
Activities conducted out as
part of the celebration
 Creative painting competition
 Article submission
 Visit to Kamla Nehru Ridge by the GSDP
candidates along with WWF ENVIS Staff
 Cleanliness drive organized at National
Zoological Park
 Workshop at National Zoological Park
Participants had used various material like Mask,
Matka (Earthen Pot), Plants, Stones, Coffee Cup, Plant
Pot, Paper, Face Painting, Glass Bottles, Plates, Hand
Painting, Plant Leaves, Hand Bag, Cosco ball and waste
materials. We have received amazing responses (603
entries), especially from school students. We would
like to thank all the participants for participating in the
event conducted to mark the celebration of World
Environment Day. We really appreciate your efforts
and this showed your concern for our environment.
On the occasion of World Environment Day – 2022,
the National Zoological Park, Delhi organized few
events in collaboration with WWF ENVIS RP along with
active participation from the candidates of GSDP
“Wildlife Management using Geospatial Techniques”
and “Bird Identification and Basic Ornithology”. The
programme schedule is as follows –
S.
Proposed Programme
No.
4th June, 2022
1
Birding and Habitat
Observation

Cleanliness Drive

5th June, 2022
2
Workshop

Description

Guides/Experts

The candidates will be taken
for birding and habitat
observation in “Kamla Nehru
Ridge, New Delhi”.
A small cleanliness drive to
make ‘Plastic Free Zoo’.

Mr Aditya Singh Chauhan(Research
Scholar), WWF ENVIS RP Team

The candidates will be taught
about Waste to energy, Out of
waste products like fallen
wood, bamboo, making birdfeeders etc.

Dr. Manoj Kumar(Conservation
Biologist), Zoo Staff, WWF ENVIS
RP Team
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Dr. Manoj Kumar(Conservation
Biologist), Zoo Staff, WWF ENVIS
RP Team

Quiz

Quiz will be conducted on
“Zoo & Wild Animals”.

Expert Talk

An expert talk on “Only One
Earth” and “Diversity
Strengthens Us”.

Dr. Manoj Kumar(Conservation
Biologist), Zoo Staff, WWF ENVIS
RP Team
Dr. Faiyaz Ahmad Khudsar (Wildlife
Researcher, conservationist and
Scientist at Yamuna Biodiversity
Park)

Visit to Kamla Nehru Ridge (on 4th June, 2022)
The candidates and WWF ENVIS staff went to the Kamla Nehru Ridge for local Field Visit for birding
and observing the natural habitat of the same. For the visit, students were engaged under the
guidance of Mr. Aditya Singh Chauhan, Field supervisor, University of Delhi. They were able to spot
around 30 bird species including purple sunbird, jungle babbler, spot-billed duck, oriental magpie
Robin etc. The place was rich with floral diversity, and the students were encouraged to explore and
understand its importance in aspects of the varying diversity of butterflies and birds. The visit was
made as it is one of the prime habitat of bird species and exploring of such a place on the eve of
World Environment Day was a way to respect the immense treasure of natural resource and
biodiversity gifted by nature.

GSDP candidates at Kamla Nehru Ridge

Butterfly Conservation Center

Birding at Kamla Nehru Ridge
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Point locations of bird species found at Kamla Nehru Ridge

Cleanliness drive at the National Zoological Park (on
4th June, 2022)
WWF ENVIS RP Team along with students of GSDP participated in the “Cleanliness Drive” in
collaboration with National Zoological Park on the eve of World Environment Day 2022. The
candidates helped to pick plastic around the zoo arena and helped to disseminate awareness to the
visitors arriving at the National Zoological Park. With the objective of making Zoo plastic free, zoo
workers, GSDP students, ENVIS team members collected about 20 kgs plastic and recycled through
shredder machine. Dr. Ananika, Joint Director, National Zoological Park motivated zoo workers and
students to fulfil the honourable Prime Minister’s dream of SWACHCH BHARAT through these small
actions. Mr. Rajeev Kumar, Senior Programme Officer, WWF ENVIS RP, Ms. Abhijitha CS, Information
Officer, WWF ENVIS RP, Mr. Kumar Ranjan, Programme Officer, Remote Sensing and GIS, WWF
ENVIS RP, Mr. Sandeep Kumar, IT Officer, WWF ENVIS RP, Ms. Barkha Gupta, Resource Person, WWF
ENVIS RP, Ms. Vashu Verma, Resource Person, WWF ENVIS RP, New Delhi took part in this this drive.

Cleanliness drive at National Zoological Park
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Waste collection and segregation as part of the cleanliness drive

Workshop at the National Zoological Park (on 5th
June, 2022)
 Waste to Energy Activity
A unique workshop on waste to energy was conducted early morning at National Zoological Park on
05 June 2022 for the students of different schools of Delhi region by joint collaboration of National
Zoological Park and WWF ENVIS. It was a part of two days celebration of World Environment Day.
The students of fourth batch of Bird Identification and basic Ornithology and Wildlife management
and Using of Geospatial Techniques under the Scheme of Green Skill Development Programme,
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of India participated as volunteers
to help the school students and to provide basic support to the participants. It was taken up by Dr.
Manoj Kumar, a biologist and Biological Assistant at National Zoological Park, New Delhi.

Demonstration on creation of best out of waste

Workshop on waste segregation
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Quiz for school students
Further, a Quiz was schedule on the theme of “Zoo and Wild Animals” for the school students based
on their visit to the National Zoological Park to aware the student about different wildlife of NZP. Dr.
Manoj Kumar provided instructions and rules of the quiz to the students. It was a very fun activity
for the students. They enjoyed a lot by participating in the quiz. The winners were provided
chocolates, caps and t-shirts with printed logos of National Zoological Park. Lastly, Dr. Dharmdeo Rai
IFS, Director, National Zoological Park talked about the relevance of World Environment Day and
why we need to protect our environment and how we could do it. He suggested some habits for our
day-to-day life such by avoiding use of plastic poly bags for our daily needs. Use of jute or cloth bags.
He also appreciated the staff members of Zoo and Team of WWF ENVIS for conducting the event
very smoothly and give best to the students. The quiz was concluded with vote of thanks given by a
school teacher from the participating school.

Quiz conducted for school students
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Expert Talk conducted by Dr. Faiyaz Ahmad Khudsar
Dr. Faiyaz Ahmad Khudsar, Wildlife Researcher and Conservationist, Scientist working at Yamuna
Biodiversity Park, delivered an expert talk on “Delhi Biodiversity Parks: Nature based approach for
attaining urban environmental sustainability and resilience”. He elucidated how overpopulation and
wasteful consumption are the two root causes of species extinction. He introduced us to ‘Urban
Footprint’ which is a tool to help the public and public officials determine the best scenarios and
outcomes for their communities, using scientific research and data about real places where people
live and work. Also, how diseases appear whenever there is a problem at ecosystem level, and
ecological restoration is the ultimate solution. Ecological restoration, the process of repairing sites in
nature whose biological communities (that is, interacting groups of various species in a common
location) and ecosystems have been degraded or destroyed. He also talked about ecological
sustainability, the maintenance or restoration of the composition, structure, and processes of
ecosystems including the diversity of plant and animal communities and the productive capacity of
ecological systems. He also made us aware about how ‘Constructed Wetland System’ can be created
in place of STPs, through physical and biological processes, through channelizing water and their
turbulence and riverbed simulation. The talk basically revolved around how ecological restoration
revived the Yamuna Biodiversity Park

Expert talk by Dr. Faiyaz Ahmad Khudsar
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B. ENVIS Hubs
19. ENVIS Hub “Government of Arunachal
Pradesh, Department of Environment,
Forests and Climate Change”, Arunachal
The State of Arunachal Pradesh joining the country and the world has observed the World
Environment Day 2022 with the Slogan “Each One, Plant One, Each One Protect One” with a mass
plantation drive with the active participation of Shri Mama Natung, Hon’ble Minister (Environment,
Forest & Climate Change) and Shri Tame Phassang, Hon’ble Mayor, Itanagar Municipal Corporation,
Capital Administration.
Gearing up with various Officers, District Police, IRBn CRPFs, Students, Youths etc. in Itanagar Capital
Region, an urban forestry plantation was carried out along the NH415 centre line. The event was
attended by Shri Mama Natung, Hon’ble Minister (Environment, Forest & Climate Change) and Shri
Tame Phassang, Hon’ble Mayor, Itanagar Municipal Corporation, Dy Mayor IMC Sh. Biri Bassang,
PCCF( WL &BD ), Addl PCCF, CCF( Environment and Climate Change), CFs, DCFs,DC Capital
Administration, SP (Capital). Chief Engineer Highway ,APSPCB and among other officials of various
department. Students, youths and citizens of Itanagar Capital Region also participated actively in the
event in spite of inclement weather. The species planted included Alamanda spp., Gardenia
jasminoides, Cestrum nocturnum, Hibiscus spp. Ixora spp. etc.
After the plantation, Certificate distribution ceremony was conducted at the PCCF Conference Hall
among the students who participated in the literary competition organized by the ENVIS Hub,
Arunachal Pradesh.
Shri. Tame Phassang, Hon’ble Mayor IMC, extended his acknowledgment to the Department of
Environment, Forests and Climate Change to observe this auspicious day of World Environment Day
and invite him for the plantation drive and make it a wonderful event. Highlighting the ongoing
Airgun Surrender Abhiyan, he applauded the Hon’ble Minister (Environment, Forest & Climate
Change) for such initiative and his guidance and active participation in environment-related causes.
He also urged the younger generations to protect the environment as they are the future
generations.
Shri Mama Natung, congratulated all the students and said that protecting the environment for
future generations is a vital responsibility and hence, younger generations have critical functions and
responsibilities in involving themselves and others in conservation, awareness, and educational
activities on natural resources management.
He also applauded the Department of Environment Forests and Climate Change for organizing this
event and making it a grand success with active participation of various departments, students and
people of ICR. He also thanked several academic institutions, students, and teachers for taking
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initiatives in creating awareness of the importance of conserving and protecting Earth’s
Environment.
Further, he also urged with the slogan “Green Itanagar, Clean Itanagar ” and made a pledge to make
Arunachal Pradesh work hard to achieve a Climate Resilient State state with sustainable
development through tackling environmental issues under the Pakke Declaration under the
leadership of the Hon’ble Chief Minister. The Hon’ble Minister (Env. Forests &
Climate Change) urged the people of Arunachal Pradesh to plant trees and realize the services the
ecosystem bestows are invaluable and encouraged each and everyone to commit themselves to do
their little bit to protect their surrounding environment.
The day was celebrated across the length and breadth of the State by conducting tree planting,
plogging, awareness building engagements on environmental conservation in collaboration with the
educational institutions, police, armed forces, para military forces, community organization, NGOs
etc.
The programme was coordinated and organised by D.DOHU ROBIN Director Environment & Envis
Coordinator with ENVIS Staffs.

Glimpses

Pic: Planting of tree by Hon,ble Minister
Enviornment, Forests & Climate Change, Shri
Mama Natung in presence of Hon;ble Mayor
Itanagar Municipal Corporation (IMC. Shri Tame
Passang, CCF (Environment & CC), DCF (Industry)
etc.

Planting of tree done by ITBP Jawan, Senki View
Itanagar.

Pic: Hon,ble Minister Enviornment, Forests &
Climate Change, Shri Mama Natung in presence
of Hon;ble Mayor Itanagar Municipal Corporation
(IMC. Shri Tame Passang, CCF (Environment &

Director Cum ENVIS Coordinator spoke on the
occasion in presence of PCCF & Prl. Secy.
(EF&CC)
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CC), DCF (Industry). ITBP Jawan etc

Schools students participated in the event

ENVIS Staffs, PCCF, CCF, Director & ENVIS
Coordinator alongwith School childrens

ENVIS Staffs, Director & ENVIS Coordinator along
with Xellum Memorial School childrens

Banner for the event in cloth (# say to single use
plastic)

Cloths banner for the event. (# say to single use
plastic)

Director Environment & ENVIS Coordinator with
Nichiphu Childrens foundation school hill top
Itanagar

Planting of tree by Proramme Officer ENVIS

Cloth Banner at different location (# say to
single use plastic)
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Literary completion was organized amongst schools
within Itanagar Capital Region (ICR) from 25th May
2022 to 4th June 2022 at different location.

Competition held at Guardian Angel School
Itanagar on dated 25th May 2022.

Competition held at Nichiphu Childrens
foundation school on dated 26th May 2022.

Competition held at Dr. B.R Ahmedkar on dated 01/06/ 2022

Competition held at Garden Dew School on dated 3rd June 2022
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Competition held at Abu Xellum Memorial High School Itanagar on dated 1st June 2022

Competition held at Little Rose School Naharlagun on dated 31st May 2022.

20. ENVIS Hub, Department of Environment,
Chandigarh Administration
ENVIS Hub, Department of Environment,
Chandigarh Administration celebrates World
Environment Day on 5th June every year to
create awareness about the environment and
to sensitize people towards their duty to
preserve and conserve the environment and
Mother Earth. This year UNEP Theme of World
Environment Day 2022 is "Only One Earth,"
taken as the campaign slogan, with the focus on "Living Sustainably in Harmony with Nature."
ENVIS Hub, Department of Environment, Chandigarh Administration, along with Eco Club of GGDSD
College celebrated the "World Environment Day-2022" at GGDSD College, Chandigarh, on 5th June,
2022 by organizing an award ceremony wherein eight schools and three prominent colleges got the
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'Best Eco Club Awards' for the year 2021. Sh. Debendra Dalai, IFS, Director, Department of
Environment, Chandigarh Administration, was the Chief Guest during the occasion.
The Chief Guest also launched a Pen-Up campaign motivating the people to discard their gel and ball
pens and switch to sustainable fountain pens. The Pen-Up campaign aims to target this throw-away
culture and plastic pollution at one go. We need to bring people back to using comparatively ecofriendly fountain pens, which can become digital detox and bring people back to the art of
handwriting.
The winner Principals of Best Club Awards, who were honored with beautiful trophies, merit
certificates, and rupees fifteen thousand each for Eco Club activities, included;
In High & Sr. Sec. School Category: Sr. Mary Supreeta A.C., Carmel Convent School, Mrs. Seema
Rani, Govt. Model Sr. Sec. School, Dhanas, Mrs. Anuja Sharma, DAV Model School, Mrs. Anuradha
Gupta, Govt. Model High School, Sector 22-C & Regy Joseph (Sister Arti), Sacred Heart Senior
Secondary School, Sector 26, Chandigarh.
Primary & Middle School Category: Mrs. Soma Mukhopadhyay, Bhavan Vidyalaya Jr., Ms. Anupam
Grewal, Kids' R' Kids School & Mr. Rajinder Kumar, Govt. Middle School, Sector 33-B, Chandigarh.
Colleges Category: Dr. Nisha Bhargava, Mehr Chand Mahajan D.A.V. for Women, Dr. Navjot Kaur, Sri
Guru Gobind Singh College & Prof. Nisha Aggarwal, Post Graduate Govt. College for Girls, Sector-42,
Chandigarh.
A short play 'Only One Earth' by students of St. Joseph's Sr. Sec. School Chandigarh was also
performed at the end of the programme.
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Later the day, Shri Dharam Pal ,IAS, Advisor to the
Administrator, UT Chandigarh along with S/Shri
Nitin Kumar Yadav, IAS, Home Secretary-cumSecretary (Forests), Debendra Dalai, IFS, Chief
Conservator of Forests, Arulrajan, IFS, Deputy
Conservator of Forests, UT Chandigarh and other
forest officers planted saplings at Butterfly Park,
Sector 26, Chandigarh.

21. ENVIS Hub, Department of Environment &
Forest, Lakshadweep
ENVIS Centre, Lakshadweep Celebrated The World Environment Day-2022 with the theme ‘Only One
Earth’ on 6th June 2022 at different locations of Kavaratti Island, Lakshadweep.

Plantation Programme
Shri Santosh Kumar Reddy V, IFS, Deputy Conservator of Forests, UT of Lakshadweep inaugurated
the Celebration by planting a seedling of fruit tree at tree plantation programme at 8.30 near
secretariat, Kavaratti. District Collector, Deputy Collector, Superintend of Police, directors of
different departments, elected representatives of Panchayath, Coordinator ENVIS with all the staffs
of the Departments of Environment & Forests, Science & Technology, Agriculture, Election
commission and NGOs were also participated. Hundreds of seedlings of fruit bearing trees are
planted as part of the programme.
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Beach and Lagoon Cleaning Programme
The Staffs of the Departments of Environment & Forests with the participation of the school
students and residents cleaned the non bio degradable wastes such as plastic, rubber, rops and
ghost nets from the beech and lagoon near to the Paryavaran Bhavan, Kavaratti at 11.30 to 1.30 PM.
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Enlightenment Programme
An Enlightenment Programme was organized for the general public, students, elected
representatives of Panchayath and staffs Environment & Forest Department.
The Video documentary about the reefs of Lakshadweep titled ‘REEF FOR LIFE’ was also presented at
the programme.
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22. ENVIS Hub, Environmental Management
and Policy Research Institute (EMPRI)
EMPRI ENVIS celebrated world environment day on 5 June 2022 with the UNEP designated theme
"Only One Earth". To address these pressing issues, making “Only One Earth” and to focus on living
sustainably in harmony with nature, as pertinent as ever by organizing a series of activities for the
general public.
The Director General, Directors and Staff members were present for the celebrations. The Director
General, EMPRI inaugurated the environment day programme with an opening speech, giving an
insight to the importance of the environment day. He interacted with the audience and made them
aware of the need to take immediate action to save the environment and Mother Earth. EMPRI staff
shared their field experiences and how they are making an effort to lead life in a sustainable way by
protecting the natural resources. This formal function is followed by cultural activities by the EMPRI
staff.
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1.

Clean and Win Competition

Our surroundings are affected by the mismanaged waste in different ways. In
some, waste is an issue managed by the government; in some, waste is
something that the majority of the population is surrounded by. This team
cleanup contest offers participating teams an opportunity to win a cash prize
for their efforts to clean up their neighborhood/ public places/ school
campus. Through this programme, we really hope to inspire, encourage and
set an example to be mindful of the protection and cleanliness of the
environment. It is about positive collaboration, the spirit of unity and most
importantly, getting something done for the planet and the realization that
we need planet Earth with its resources more than it needs us.

2. Selfie with Sapling Competition
This initiative is aimed at increasing awareness on the importance of green
cover among the students and general public thereby increasing greenery.
Most of the people, including students, nowadays, use smartphones and the
craze for selfie is also fast spreading among the young generation. People’s
participation is integral towards tackling environmental issues.
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3. Rangoli Competition
To spread the message of environmental consciousness, EMPRI ENVIS
organized a rangoli competition on the theme ‘Only One Earth’.
Rangoli is a tradition for every Indian to start the festival at home.
Festival does not mean to come together and to celebrate but also to
spread a social responsibility.

4. Environmental pledge by the citizens
Environment degradation and
climate crisis are the outcomes of
the combined effect of a variety of
factors. These include depletion of
resources like air, water, and soil,
overpopulation, destruction of
natural habitats and ecosystems,
pollution and deforestation.Every
action we take needs to cause the
least amount of harm possible to
the environment. Our commitment
towards the restoration of our planet aims to inspire and encourage people from far and wide in
planting more and more trees and conserving the environment.
As an action, empri envis took part in taking a pledge to protect and improve the natural
environment including forests, lakes, rivers, wildlife and have compassion for living creatures as per
my fundamental duty in Article 51(A) of the constitution of India.

5. Hosting birdhouses in EMPRI/Doresanipalya forest
campus
About 30 bird species in each region of the country are so-called cavity nesters, which means that
most of them will also use a birdhouse. Bluebirds, purple martins, house wrens, chickadees, tree
swallows and house sparrows are the most common birds that nest in houses. Attracting birds like
wood ducks, screech-owls, woodpeckers, titmice and nuthatches may also be possible. Birdhouses
provide a place for mother birds to lay their eggs and raise their young. It protects them from
predators such as other birds, cats, squirrels, etc. Birds are also protected from harsh weather
conditions in birdhouses. During winter, they can find these houses a suitable shelter to stay warm.
Keeping in view of this, on the occasion of World Environment day EMPRI ENVIS has installed bird
houses in the doresanipalya forest campus.
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Glimpses:

Big FM Programmes
1. Environment Quiz Contest (2 days per week
for the month of June only)
2. Poem recitation by Dr. K H Vinaya Kumar, IFS
Director Research EMPRI & ENVIS Coordinator
3. Interview on Environment Day by Dr. K H
Vinaya Kumar, IFS Director Research EMPRI &
ENVIS Coordinator
4. Interviews with eco-ambassadors
5. Digital posts with eco-poems
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23. ENVIS Hub, HIMCOSTE, Shimla, Himachal
Pradesh
HP ENVIS Hub at Himachal Pradesh Council for Science, Technology & Environment (HIMCOSTE),
Shimla celebrated the World Environment Day 2022 in collaboration with Ecology & Environment
wing of HIMCOSTE.
The World Environment Day was celebrated at the State Level for the school students of Eco-Clubs in
the State of Himachal Pradesh. The celebrations of World Environment Day were started with the
celebration of Environment Week at Government Senior Secondary School Chhota Shimla on 3rd
June, 2022. Around 75 students from 7 schools of Shimla city have participated in the painting and
slogan competition.
Dr. Rachna Gupta, Member, Himachal Pradesh Public Service Commission was the Chief Guest of the
programme. She appreciated the efforts made by HIMCOSTE in educating children towards the
conservation of environment. She said that through these programs, students are provided
awareness about the importance of environment and they take things seriously towards social
concerns and also try to adopt them in their lives.
The winners of these competitions were awarded with prizes and certificates by the Chief Guest. In
Slogan Writing Competition, Ms. Babita of Government High School, Vikas Nagar got first place, Ms.
Vanshika of Government Senior Secondary School, Mehli got second place and Ms. Aanchal got third
place in junior category and in senior category Ms. Gunjan of Government Senior Secondary School,
Rajhana got first position, Ms. Riya Sharma of Government Senior Secondary School, Chhota Shimla
got second position and Ms. Kashish of Government Senior Secondary School Mehli got third
position. In Painting Competition, Mr. Mayank of Government Senior Secondary School, Chhota
Shimla got first place, Ms. Sneha of Senior Secondary School, Mehli got second position and Mr.
Shubham Chauhan of Government Senior Secondary School, Beulia got third position in junior
category. In senior category of Painting Competition, Mr. Rahul of Government Senior Secondary
School, Rajhana. got first position, Mr. Gaurav of Government Senior Secondary School, Mehli got
second position and Ms. Kritika of Government Senior Secondary School, Vikas Nagar got third
position.
On this occasion, Sh. Sat Pal Dhiman, Joint Member Secretary, HIMCOSTE congratulated the winners
of both competitions and apprised about the work done by HIMCOSTE in Environmental protection
& Conservation.
Sh. Praveen Gupta, Additional Director, Dept. of Environment, Science & Technology, Mrs. Meera
Sharma, Principal, Government Senior Secondary School, Chhota Shimla and other officials of
HIMCOSTE including staff of ENVIS was present during the programme.
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Glimpses
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On 5th June, 2022, Department of Environment, Science & Technology, (GoHP) and H.P. Council for
Science, Technology & Environment (HIMCOSTE) celebrated the World Environment Day at Gaiety
Theatre, Shimla.
The programme was started by flagging off Cycle Run “Say No to Single use Plastic” & Clean Shimla –
” Green Shimla Awareness drive” by Sh. Suresh Bhardwaj, Hon’ble Urban Development Minister
from Oakover. The environment awareness rallies of school students were organised from five
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locations Chotta Shimla, Panchayat Bhawan, Auckland House, Sanjauli and Chaura Maidan at 8:30
am. Around 450 students from 50 schools of Shimla city participated in these environment
awareness rallies.
Sh. Prabodh Saxena, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary (Environment, Science & Technology) was the
Chief Guest of the programme. He said Himachal Pradesh is very conscious about environmental
protection and the State Government is also taking steps for environmental protection from time to
time. Himachal Pradesh is the first state in the country which was the first to ban plastic envelopes.
As the the central Government has decided to stop single-use plastic from 1st July, the state
Government will also completely ban single use plastic with the cooperation of the people.
The Status of Environment Report of Himachal Pradesh, Booklet on Major Wetlands of Himachal
Pradesh, Booklet on Assessment of spatial distribution of seasonal snow cover during the year 202122 in Himachal Pradesh using AWIFS satellite data and Brochure on Vulnerability of Himachal
Pradesh from Climate Induced Hazards (GLOFs) were unveiled during the programme by Sh. Prabodh
Saxena.
The winners of State Level Painting & Slogan Competitions and best school Eco Clubs were awarded
by the Chief Guest. In Painting Competition, Ms. Divanshi Dataiek of Saraswati Paradise International
Public School, Sanjauli, Distt. Shimla got first position, Ms. Jyoti of GMSSS Narag, Distt. Sirmour got
second position and Mr. Heera of GSSS Pangi, Distt. Kinnaur got third position in junior category. In
senior category, Mr. Kaif Khan of GBSSS Chamba, Distt Chamba got first position, Mr. Sanchit of
Mahavir Public School, Pungh, Sunder Nagar Distt Mandi got second position and Ms. Kanika of GSSS
Sudhial Bhumpal, Distt. Hamirpur got third position.
In Slogan Writing Competition, Ms. Shabnam of GSSS Chanhouta, Distt. Chamba got first position,
Ms. Negi Shabnam of GSSS Barang Distt. Kinnaur got second position and Ms. Jashandeep Kaur of
GSSS Shivpur, Distt. Sirmour got third position in junior category. In senior category, Mr. Ajay
Chauhan of GSSS Shakra, Distt Mandi got first position, Ms. Neha of GHS Kohala Distt Kangra got
second position and Mr. Rishit Sharma of Him Academy Public School, Vikas Nagar Distt. Hamirpur
got third position.
Jujurana Eco Club of Govt. Sen. Sec. School, Chhota Shimla got first position, Urvija Eco-Club of SVPM
Govt. Girls Sen. Sec. School, Ghumarwin, Dist. Bilaspur got second position and Sankalp Eco-Club of
St. Lukes Sen. Sec. School got third position in the Best Eco-Club Competition.
Sh. Lalit Jain, IAS, Director (Environment, Science & Technology); Sh. Sat Pal Dhiman, Joint Member
Secretary, HIMCOSTE, Sh. Praveen Gupta, Additional Director (Director (Environment, Science &
Technology) officials from Department of Environment, Science & Technology, Himachal Pradesh
and HIMCOSTE were present during the programme.
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24. ENVIS Hub “Status of Environment and
Related Issues”, Jharkhand
Jharkhand Envis Hub on Status of environment and
related issues hosted by Department of Forest
Environment & Climate Change, Govt. of Jharkhand
sponsored by Ministry of Environment Forest & Climate
Change, Govt. of India has celebrated World
Environment Day on 5th of June 2022, covering the
theme “Only One Earth” by organizing an Environment
education, Nature walk and Plant identification
programme at permanent demonstration nursery,
Garhkhatanga, Ranchi.
In this program around 20 students from Institute “THE
EARTH” and “PRAKRITI BACHAO FOUNDATION” had participated, program was moderated by Dr.
Amit Kumar, Taxonomist, Smt. Smitha Pankaj, IFS, coordinator, Jharkhand Envis Hub shared her
views on current situation of Environment and how an individual can contribute to stop the
depletion of status of environment by changing some of their day to day habits, she also taught the
student about the various medicinal plants and their uses, while nature walk Dr. Amit Kumar taught
all the participants how to identify any plants. Along with all the participants bird watchers and
nature enthusiast Shri. Manu Sahdeo, Anubhaw Kumar, Amrit Kumar and Anil Kumar also joined the
program. Participants were gifted one-one native plants from Jharkhand Envis Hub to plant it in their
homes and in locality.
A plantation program is also carried out each participant with chief guest planted one-one plants in
the premises.
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25. ENVIS Hub, KSCSTE, Kerala
The ENVIS Hub Kerala, Department of Environment, Government of Kerala, Kerala State Council for
Science Technology and Environment (KSCSTE), Directorate of Environment & Climate Change
(DoECC) has jointly organised World Environment Day programme through online platform on 04
June 2022. The programme was inaugurated by the by Prof K.P. Sudheer, Principal Secretary S&T
Dept & Executive Vice President KSCSTE. He reminded that as the man and nature complement each
other, only sustainable development is the way forward.
Sri. Suneel Pamidi IFS, Director, Directorate of Environment & Climate Change welcomed the
gathering. Prof K.P. Sudheer, Principal Secretary S&T Dept & Executive Vice President KSCSTE
presided over the function. Shri J.Justin Mohan, IFS, Secretary, National Biodiversity Authority
delivered the keynote address. The event ended with formal vote of thanks by Dr. P. Harinarayanan,
Principal Scientist and ENVIS Coordinator Kerala.

Phone In Programme
In connection with World Environment Day Celebration
2022, ENVIS Hub Coordinator, Kerala attended a phone
In programme in Dooradarshan on 4 June 2022.
Through the live programme he explained the
importance of celebrating the World Environment Day.
He also explained the climate change impacts on
environment like rainfall patterns, drought etc.
Audiences various doubts and concerns relating to
environment are discussed in the programme.

Glimpses

Sri. Suneel Pamidi IFS, Director, Directorate of Environment &
Climate Change welcomed the gathering

Prof K.P. Sudheer, Principal Secretary S&T Dept & Executive
Vice President KSCSTE presiding the function

Shri J.Justin Mohan, IFS, Secretary, National Biodiversity
Authority delivering the keynote address

Word of Thanks by Dr. P. Harinarayanan,, Principal Scientist and
ENVIS Hub Coordinator Kerala.
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26. ENVIS Hub, Manipur
World Environment Day at Ishing Thingbi Lake, Konaitong Village at Chandel District, Andro, Imphal
East District, and Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) site, Heirangoithong, Maibam Leikai, Imphal West,
Manipur. On 5th June 2022, The ENVIS Hub MANIPUR, Directorate of Environment & Climate Change
(DoE&CC), Porompat, Manipur observed World Environment Day 2022 at three different places.

World Environment Day at Andro Kangjeibung
Lampak, Imphal East District, Manipur
ENVIS Hub MANIPUR, Directorate of Environment & Climate Change (DoE&CC), Porompat in
collaboration with Human Rights Initiative (HRI) and All Andro Youth Clubs’ Association (AAYCA) has
jointly organized the World Environment Day at Andro Kangjeibung Lampak, Imphal East District,
Manipur to create mass awareness among the youths and the localities regarding the issues of
Environmental problems and its impact.
Dr.Laishram Bijen Meitei, Development Officer, Directorate of Environment & Climate Change &
Coordinator ENVIS Hub Manipur was also cordially invited to plant the saplings at the Andro Panam
Ground on the very occasion of World Environment Day. The event was participated by the students
and local youths of the Andro and the staff of the ENVIS Hub Manipur. After the event of the Sapling
plantation at Andro, Imphal East District, Manipur at around 08:00 IST.

World Environment Day at Andro Panam
Ground, Imphal East

Dr. Laishram Bijen Meitei, Development Officer,
Directorate of Environment & Climate Change &
Coordinator ENVIS Hub Manipur while delivering his
valuable insights on the Environment Protection

Group photo before the sapling Dr.Laishram Bijen Meitei, Development Officer, Directorate
plantation at Andro Panam Ground
of Environment & Climate Change & Coordinator ENVIS
Hub Manipur while planting the sapling
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World Environment Day at Ishing Thingbi Lake,
Konaitong Village in Tengnoupal District, Manipur
ENVIS Hub Manipur observed the World Environment Day along with the Eco-Network Heirok (ENH)
at Ishing Thingbi Lake, Konaitong Village in Tengnoupal District, Manipur. Secretary Eco-Network,
Heirok hosted the event and Dr.Laishram Bijen Meitei, Development Officer, Directorate of
Environment & Climate Change & Coordinator ENVIS Hub Manipur was the resource person of the
day.

Banner of the Event held at Ishing Thingbi, Konaithong Village, Tengnoupal District

Group Photo after the event at Ishing Thingbi
Lake, Konaithong Village, Tengnoupal District,
Manipur

Participants of World Environment Day at Ishing
Thingbi Lake, Konaithong Village, Tengnoupal
District, Manipur

World Environment Day at Sewage Treatment Plant
(STP) site, Heirangoithong, Maibam Leikai, Imphal
West, Manipur
ENVIS Hub Manipur has also been observed World Environment Day at the Sewage Treatment Plant
(STP) site, Heirangoithong Maibam Leikai, Imphal West, Manipur. The Welcome Address of the event
was delivered by the Dr.Y.Nabachandra Singh, Director, Directorate of Environment and Climate
Change Manipur (DoE&CC), Key Note Address by Ph. Vivekananda Sharma, Joint Director, DoE&CC,
Manipur, Prof.N.Rajmuhon Singh, Vice-Chancellor, Dhanamanjuri College (DMU) as the Resource
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Person of the Day and Vote of the Thanks by Dr.T Brajakumar Singh, Joint Director, DoE&CC,
Manipur.
The event was presided by the honorable Chief Minister Shri N.Biren Singh, Chief Guest by
honorable Shri Th. Biswajit Singh and Guest of Honour by honorable Shri Karam Shyam. Shri Dr.
Rajesh Kumar, IAS, Chief Secretary, and Shri M.H.Khan, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary, Forest,
Environment and Climate Change, and Smt A.Sharda BJP State President were also present.
The experts highlighted the problems that people were facing in the past & recent years and
possible outcomes in the future. They also explain the moment of change in the all-the business
climate, political climate, and how we take action on climate.
Experts in the event lay stress on the environmental issues faced by the people due to various
pollution and its menace around them. Honorable CM Shri N.Biren stated that the newly constructed
Sewage Treatment Plant in Heirangoithong, Imphal West will mitigate water pollution in the Nambul
River thereby reducing the burden faced by the people around it and it has also marked another
milestone for the constructive infrastructure projects.

Invitation (Front) of World Environment Day at
Sewage Treatment Plant, Heirangoithong Maibam
Leikai, Imphal West by the Directorate of
Environment and Climate Change, Porompat,
Manipur(DoE&CC)

Invitation (Back) of World Environment Day at
Sewage Treatment Plant, Heirangoithong Maibam
Leikai, Imphal West by the Directorate of
Environment and Climate Change, Porompat,
Manipur(DoE&CC)

Dignitaries of the Day on the Dice

Welcome Speech by the Dr.Y.Nabachandra Singh,
Director, (DoE&CC)
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Key Note Address by the Ph.Vivekananda Sharma,
Joint Director, (DoE&CC)

The sapling was planted by the honorable CM Shri
N.Biren Singh

The sapling was planted by the honorable Shri Th.
Biswajit Singh, Forest, Environment & Climate
Change, Power, Agriculture, Science, and
Technology Minister

The sapling was planted by the honorable Shri
Karam Shyam, MLA Langthabal

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY Poster (a)

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY Poster (b)
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27. ENVIS Hub, Mizoram
This year’s event was conducted successfully with whole hearted collaborative works of Mizoram ENVIS
Hub with its host institute Mizoram Pollution Control Board. A brief highlight on the activities taken
up in commemoration of World Environment Day, 2022 is reported below:-

I. Publication of Awareness Materials:
As a means for creating awareness about the importance of the day among the public
different awareness material in the form of e-flyer, e-poster and banner were designed and
disseminated and publicized in various electronic social media platform viz. ENVIS Hub’s website,
facebook page, Instagram and twitter. To mark the day as a way for raising awareness on the
destructive action of use of plastic, a banner was designed with a thought provoking message that
read “Are you ready to destroy our only earth with plastic?”. The banner designed in more than
100 micron flex was also hoarded at Sikulpuikawn, Aizawl.

WED 2022 E-poster

E-flyer on WED
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II. Online Competition for Mizoram School and
College Eco-club students
As part of observance of World Environment Day 2022, Mizoram
ENVIS Hub together with MPCB, State Nodal Agency for National
Green Corps (Eco-club) organised different online competitions
for School and College Eco-Club students all over the State. The
online competitions was divided into three categories.
Declaration of results for these competitions were made during
live show on Celebration of World Environment Day held on
06.06.2022 at Ignite Studio, Khatla.
A. Category I: Online Drawing Competition for Primary and
Middle School Level Eco-Club Students:
Theme: Say No to Single Use Plastics
Out of the 73 entries submitted by Primary and Middle
School level Eco-club students, the following drawings were declared the winner:Position
1 st
2 nd

3 rd

Name

School

Prize

R. Vanlalmalsawma
Class III
T. Zothanpuii
Class VIII

Sacred Heart Higher Secondary Rs. 5000/- +
School (Jr. Section), Lunglei
e-Certificate
Baptist English School, Lunglei
Rs. 3000/- +
e-Certificate

F. Lalrinzuala
Class IV

PES, Serchhip

Rs. 2000/- +
e-Certificate

B. Category II: Online Drawing Competition for High School and Higher Secondary School Level
Eco-Club Students:
Theme: Only One Earth: Living Sustainably in Harmony with Nature
In this category, 70 entries was received from High School and Higher Secondary School level
Eco-club students. Result are as under:Position
1 st
2 nd
3 rd

Name
Ruth Vanlalremsiami
Class XII
Laltleipuia
Class X
Thangbiakmuana
Class X

School/College

Prize

Brilliant Higher Secondary School, Rs. 5000/- +
Lunglei
e-Certificate
Govt. Aided High School, Haulawng Rs. 3000/- +
e-Certificate
B.C English Academy, Champhai
Rs. 2000/- +
e-Certificate
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C. Category III: Online Slogan Writing Competition for College Level Eco-Club Students:
Theme: Say No to Single Use Plastics
In this category 24 entries was received from College level Eco-club students. Result is as
under:Position
1 st
2 nd
3 rd

Name
K. Lalvenpuii
B.A (4th Semester)
Lalrempuia
B.A (4th Semester)
Lalkhawngaihi

School/College
Govt. Champhai College, Champhai
Govt. T. Romana College, Aizawl
Govt. J. Buana College, Lunglei

Prize
Rs. 5000/- +
e-Certificate
Rs. 3000/- +
e-Certificate
Rs. 2000/- +
e-Certificate

III. Designing and Preparation of Placard @ MPCB
Office for Mass Rally:
Keeping in mind the principle of 3 R’s ( Reduce, Reuse & Recycle), ENVIS Team along with the staff of
Mizoram Pollution Control Board conducted a social work for preparation of placard for WED, 2022
mass rally of eco-club on 1st June, 2022 (Wednesday) @ office of MPCB. Around 120 placards were
designed and prepared by re-using used papers, cardboard boxes, etc. and bio-degradable bamboo
sticks.
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IV. Eco-Club Mass Rally on Say No to Single Use
Plastics
Mizoram Pollution Control Board together with Mizoram ENVIS Hub coordinated with offices
of the District Education Officers from all district headquarters in organising mass rally for Eco-clubs
with the theme ‘Say No To Single Use Plastics’ as part of observance of World Environment Day
2022.
A. Eco-club Mass Rally at Aizawl
The mass rally held at Aizawl during the early morning of 3rd June, 2022 (Friday) was jointly
organised by Mizoram Pollution Control Board and Mizoram ENVIS Hub in coordination with office of
District Education Officers (DEO), Aizawl. The rally witnessed more than 500 participants that
included eco-students and green teachers from different school and college eco-clubs, officials from
MPCB and DEO office. The participants were divided into two groups, with one group starting from
Sikulpuikawn, the southern side of the city while the other group marked their starting from
Chandmari, northern part of the city. Both groups meets up at the front of Vana Pa Hall, Treasury
Square, Aizawl, where the closing function of the rally was held. Dr Lalramnghaki Pachuau,
Coodinator, Mizoram ENVIS Hub & Sc. ‘B’, MPCB delivered a short speech about negative impact of
use of single-use plastics on the environment and the need for curbing its usage. The programme
ended with pledge taking to fight and eliminate single use plastics headed by Ms. R. Lalrinfeli,
Programme Officer, NGC.

Pics. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Aizawl
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B. Eco-club Mass Rally at District Headquarters
To ensure this unique and beautiful planet remains a comfortable home for humanity and raise
awareness on Single Use Plastics, MPCB Staffs attached in all district headquarters of the State
coordinated with the respective office of DEO and conducted a mass rally for School Eco-Club
students on 3rd June, 2022. During the rally the participants walked along the street with banners
and placards, shouted out on the need for curbing the usage of single use plastics for protecting the
environment, cleanliness drive (plastic wastes) within local areas and pledge taking on ‘Say no single
use plastics’ were also performed.


Eco-Mass Rally @ Lunglei

The rally commenced from both side of the Town namely Kikawn Church (northern side)
and Govt. High School Lunglei (Southern side). The event witnessed around 850 participants.

Pics. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Lunglei
Eco-club Mass Rally @ Lawngtlai
During the rally, Mr H. Laltanpuia, Additional DPC, gave a speech on the theme of “Only One
Earth” while Ms. Lalropeki Fanai, Field Assistant, MPCB delivered a speech towards curbing of Single
Use Plastics. Around 400 participants took part in the rally.

Pics. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Lawngtlai


Eco-club Mass Rally @ Siaha

The rally was kicked off by Mr. Lalbiakzauva, DEO, Siaha District. The function wrapped up with a
speech from Mr V. Samson, Principal, Govt. Higher Secondary School, Siaha. Around 70 participants
witnessed the programme.
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Pics. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Siaha


Eco-club Mass Rally @ Kolasib

The rally which witnessed about 500 enthusiastic participants came to halt at Venglai YMA Park
where a short function was organised. During the function, Mr P.C. Lalngaizuala, DEO, Kolasib
District and B. Daniel Lalawmpuia, Field Assistant, MPCB gave a speech on curbing of Single Use
Plastics during the programme.

Pics. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Kolasib


Eco-club Mass Rally @ Mamit
The rally was flagged off by Mr. Laldingliana, DEO, Mamit District. Mr. VLMS Dawngliana,
Field Assistant, MPCB delivered a speech on the importance of the day further highlighting
on the destructive impact of SUP’s on earth. Around 450 participants turned up in making
the programme a success.

Pic. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Mamit
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Eco-club Mass Rally @ Serchhip

The rally was started from the centre of the town. A short speech was heard from Mrs. Julie
Vannneihtluangi, DEO, Serchhip District during the rally. Around 300 participants participated on this
rally.

Pic. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Serchhip



Eco-club Mass Rally @ Champhai

The rally started from Vengsang Presbyterian Church and came to halt at D.K Traffic Point,
Champhai Vengthlang. Around 500 participants were present at the rally.

Pic. Eco-Club Mass Rally @ Serchhip

V. Live TV Programme on Observance Programme of
2022 World Environment Day
As an epitome for connecting with the audience and marking the observance programme
2022 World Environment Day, 2022 a live event was broadcasted on 6th June, 2022 at 8:30 PM IST
from Ignite Studio through local LPS & ZONET cable networks. The event was also streamed live in
YouTube. The event was hosted by a renowned compere Ms. Angelina Paul. At the onset of the
event Dr Lalramnghaki Pachuau, Coodinator, Mizoram ENVIS Hub & Sc. ‘B’, MPCB delivered an
opening remark followed by a performance by upcoming pop artist Ms. Siampuii Ralte, who
performed a song titled ‘Siamtu Duansa’ composed by Mr. T. Vanlalchhuangkima winner of the
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‘Open Song Writing Competition on Control of Pollution’
organised as part of observance of ‘National Pollution Control
Day 2021’. The event also included a broadcast on short video
clip titled “ Elimination of Single Use Plastics” performed by
“The Rikson Squad”, a local comedy troupe and song
performance from the well-known Ms. Jaui . Shri C.
Lalduhawma, Member Secretary, MPCB, the Chief Guest of
the event relayed a special message on importance of
environmental protection and single use plastics.
After the declaration and announcement of winners of the
Online Competitions by Ms. C. Malsawmzuali, I.O, ENVIS Hub
and Ms. R. Lalrinfeli, P.O (NGC) the event ended with a vote of
thanks from Dr. Alfred Malsawmsanga, SA, MPCB and a short
music video clip by Mr. Lalhmangaihzuala (Mastea).

Pic. Mr. C. Lalduhawma, MS, MPCB

Pic. Dr Lalramnghaki Pachuau, Coordinator,
Mizoram ENVIS Hub & Sc ‘B’, MPCB

Pic. Declaration of results of online
competitions

Pic. Dr Alfred Malsawmsanga, S.A, MPCB
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28. ENVIS Hub, Puducherry
As a part of the World Environment Day, Department of Science, Technology & Environment,
Puducherry Pollution Control Committee (PPCC) along with ENVIS Hub and Puducherry Climate
Change Cell (PCCC) organized the following activities from 02.06.2022 to 05.06.2022.

Details of the activities undertaken during the event:

Invitation

Activity – 1: Competitions
The Department of Science, Technology and Environment, Puducherry Pollution Control Committee,
Government of Puducherry along with Puducherry ENVIS Hub & Puducherry Climate Change Cell has
conducted various competition viz., Poem Writing (English & Tamil), Slogan Writing (English &
Tamil), Drawing and Quiz Competition through online from 02.06.2022 to 04.06.2022 for schools
students and general public on the theme ‘Only One Earth’. Cash Prizes and Certificates were
distributed to the winners in a public function presided by the Hon’ble Chief Minsiter at Kamban
Kalai Arangam, Puducherry on 05.06.2022.
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Advertisement Posters
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Prize distributions
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Activity – 2: Magrove Lagoon Clean-up & Tree
Plantations
On 05.06.2022, a clean-up activity has organised in the Mangroves located at Thengaithittu lagoon
near Art and Craft Village, Murungapakkam with involvement of NGOs. The activity involves cleaning
of plastic wastes and other litters that choaks the Mangrove roots. 3.5 tonnes of waste has been
collected. Tree Plantation was also carried out at Art and Craft Village, Murungapakkam and Women
Polytechnic, Lawspet, Puducherry.
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Activity – 3: Public Function at Kamban Kalai
Arangam, Puducherry
On 05.06.2022, a Public Function has presided by the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Puducherry Thiru. N.
Rangasamy was organised at Kamban Kalai Arangam, Puducherry. The following events were taken
place:







Release of Environmental Survey Report 2021 – 22
Distribution of Cloth Bags under Swachta Action Plan.
Release of Single use Plastic (SUP) Ban Stickers.
Handing over of Automatic Sanitizers and Non-Chlorinated Biomedical Waste bags to Health
Department.
Distribution of prizes to winners of various competitions.
Flag off of Environmental Awareness LED Display Van.
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Activity – 4: Tamil Pattimandram
During the function, Tamil Debate was organized by this
Department. It was chaired by renown Tamil orator
Kalaimamani. Solomon Pappaiah and his team on the
topic ‘Major Role in Environment Protection is by Public
(or) Government?’.

Activity – 5: Selfie Point on Only One Earth
Puducherry ENVIS Hub has installed a selfie point model on Only One Earth at Kamban Kalai Arangam
and Eden Beach, Chinnaveerampattinam, Puducherry. Public visited selfie point and taken their
photographs.
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29. ENVIS Hub, Uttarakhand Pollution Control
Board
The Prakriti Club of School of Environment and
Natural Resources (SENR) in association with ENVIS,
Uttarakhand Pollution Control Board (UKPCB)
celebrated the World Environment Day
on 4th of June at the Senate Hall of the University by
organizing a two-day program with the international
theme “Only One Earth” to create an impact by
increasing awareness to protect the Earth and its
resources.
The program was moderated by the Prakriti Club of
the SENR department and had Dr. M. Madu,
Director, Indian Institute of Soil and Water
Conservation, Shri Anil Bahuguna, Secretary of The
Himalayan Trust, and Professor R.P. Mamgain, Head of Department of Economics as the Guests.
The event started with a welcome note by Dr. Kusum Arunachalam, Head of the Department of
SENR. She propagated the news of an MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) signing up with the
Uttarakhand Pollution Control Board(UKPCB).
Professor R.P. Mamgain delivered his speech, followed by Professor Surekha Dangwal, Hon’ble ViceChancellor, Doon University in her special address.
Dr. M. Madu in his keynote address to the environment takes on the speech about carbon emissions
Shri Anil Bahuguna addressed increasing soil pollution in the environment and then
Ms. Tarangini Rawat, a researcher in Uttarkhand Pollution Control Board (UKPCB) shared her words
in her poem about Environment. Also some valuable words were shared by Ph.D. scholar Ankit Singh
The event proceeded with the prize distribution among the winners of the Poster Making
Competition and Slogan Writing Competition.
Further, the event was concluded by a ‘Nukkad
Natak’ performed by the students of the SENR
department to showcase the disastrous effects
generated in the Environment due to
anthropogenic actions on the Doon University
Campus. Moreover, several competitions,
Creative Writing and Photography and Best out of
Waste are organized. The prize distributions were
done by the honorable guests. Dr. Ujjwal Kumar
propagated the vote of thanks.
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Cleanliness drive at Maldevta
On 5th June Cleanliness Drive at Maldevta Waterfalls was initiated to attract the attention of local
people towards the degradation of the Environment.
The students from SENR arranged Bird Watching Session at Maldevta to increase awareness about
Biodiversity conservation in the hills. The students went on the Eco trail that provided budding
researchers an opportunity to learn about the different aspects of the Environment and the need to
conserve it.
The program proceeded with the students reaching the picnic spot at Maldevta where they enacted
‘Nukkad Natak’ to spread message and aware locals regarding environment issues. The picnic spot is
a popular tourist place in Maldevta chosen mainly for the negligence done by people towards the
resources present there after this cleanliness drive
was done.
Further with the collaboration and support of the
ENVIS, Uttarakhand Pollution Control Board(UKPCB)
the SENR department set up the changing room at
the Picnic Spot

For celebration Department of Agrosciences is
planning to visit Kimadi village and nearby forest
area. To spread message to people one earth lets
take care of it.


Activities on field excursion

Activities-1 : To create awarenss regarding the plant diversity such as Ficus spp. Shorea
robusta,Tectona grandis and Terminalia chebula etc in relation to ecological and environment
importance.
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Activities-2 The various Agro-forestry systems like Agrisilviculture, Silvipastoral and Agrisilivipastoral
systems were identified around kimadi area.

Activities-3
Plant succession in forests of doon valley
was observed. Therefore the pioneer
species were Acacia cathechu and
succeded by Holoptelia integrifoilia.final
sucession was climaxed by Shorea
robusta.But Anthropogenic activities like
deforestation and illegal logging are
disturbing the mechanism of succession

Activities 4 Trekking.
Trekking for to study elevation change of vegetation
was observed in Doon valley. In lower elevation 500
mts.Sal was dominant species,then replaced by
Terminalia spp.,and Anogeissus latifoila in 1000m to
1500 mts.How climate change is affecting the
environment was observed along with increasing
elevation.
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Activities- 5 Plantation activity
The plantation of various tree species like
Aonla, Harad and kachnar was done
around the Kimadi village. This plantation
would help in checking soil erosion and
improving microclimate.

Activities-6 Nukad Natak
Awareness regarding students and locals related to
environment by Nuked natak in kimadi village. Theme
of Natak was to aware people towards environment
conservation and threats to one earth.

Activities-7 Oath cermony
Students, Locals and faculties took oath to conserve
Oath ceremony was conducted in Kimadi environment and gave slogan only one earth lets take
village on the occasion of celebration of care of it.
wold environment day.
After celebration of world environment day students were enthuatstic to conserve Mother Nature
and natural resources. Moreover they involved locals so this Programme can reach grassroots level.
UTTARAKHAND POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD alongwith ENVIS Staff organized a tree plantataion
drive on World Environment Day, 5th June at Chief Minister Residence. Students of various schools of
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Dehradun participated in the tree plantation and pledge activity with the Hon’ble Chief Minister Sh.
Pushkar Singh Dhami and Hon’ble Minister of Forests Sh. Subodh Uniyal and HoFF Sh. Vinod Singhal
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@ Amir M Lone

#Only One Earth

